The registry of brain deaths in quality control program: evaluation of potentiality of each hospital in Abruzzo and Molise regions.
Quality control procedures in donation and transplantation of organ and tissue, which were started in 2001, are aspects of the activity of Regional Centre for Transplantation. Over the years there has been a significant increase in the number of diagnosed brain deaths that is close to the figure reported in the international literature of 50/60 per million inhabitants (p.m.i). Misidentification of brain death is still the most important cause of loss of organs for transplantation; in fact in Italy, there are some regions that overcome this value, but there are other regions in which the number of brain death identified is still low. Abruzzo and Molise in 2003 achieved the highest registered brain deaths (61 p.m.i.); in 2004, 51; in 2005, 43; and the projection for 2006 is about around 50. For this study we collected data from five hospitals with a neurosurgical unit, which were representative of procurement activity in two regions, because they had identified the most brain deaths, 53/65 in 2005. The data were compared among hospitals and with the Spanish country data (1999-2003), which was avant-garde for the processing of organ donation and transplantation in Europe. Some useful indices to define the theoretical capacity of donation for each hospital (ability to identify brain death, the cause of donor loss) were evaluated for determining the efficacy of the procedure in organ procurement.